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Company: Louis Vuitton Malletier

Location: Greece

Category: transportation-and-material-moving

Position

This is an exciting opportunity for a determined individual who wants to be part of the worlds

number 1 luxury brand based in our Store in Athens.

Louis Vuitton has a fantastic opportunity to join the Brand as a full-time Stock Controller  .

The ideal candidate will maintain the stock inventory in perfect condition, ensuring an

efficient and logical organization of all stock rooms. This diverse role will manage the

delivery operations, preparing and replenishing stock quickly and accurately as well as

ensuring the right products are available on the sales floor to improve store efficiency and

maximize the client experience. The Stock Controller will work closely with Supply Chain.

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES

Inventory Management

Guaranteeing an efficient and logical organization of all the storage rooms (products and

packaging).

Manage delivery activities, preparing and replenishing the stocks quickly and precisely.

Guarantee the availability of the appropriate products in the Store to improve its efficiency

and maximize the Client experience.

Improve the availability of products interacting with the Supply Chain.

Improve stock KPI’s through different actions working with the store team and HO.

Ensure a daily and optimal Stock counting by creating a precise Counting Calendar
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Prepare the shopfloor with the necessary supplies to ensure a smooth and seamless selling

process and the comfort of Client Advisors.

Administration

Manage contracts with suppliers.

Supervise the Store’s maintenance.

Manage office supplies, uniform requests, kitchen supplies, etc.

Follow the Internal Audit guidelines.

General functions

Comply with the processes and procedures of the company.

Be fully integrated in the Store team and contribute to fulfill the global objectives of the

store.

Help the Client Advisors to optimize their adaptability to the public inflow and adjust it to

the Client’s necessities.

Demonstrate curiosity and interest for the business, to be able to identify and resolve issues and

therefore achieving a higher efficiency and Client experience.

Profile

REQUIREMENTS

At least 3 years of experience in stock management/supply chain, ideally in a retail

environment

Fluent in English and Greek

Organized, careful and responsible

Committed, proactive and able to adapt to a changing environment as retail

Ability to work in a team and having a global vision of the business

Basic Tech knowledge (daily use of computers, phones and tech tools)
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